[The prognostic value of kcnq1 gene mutations in patients after myocardial infarction].
Ion channel gene mutations are risk factors for SCD. To assess the prognostic value of A2753831C, C2505734T, C2505846A, G2753881A, T2755854C and T2755875G mutations in the KCNQ1 gene in patients after MI. The study group of 100 patients after MI was divided into two groups: patients with mutations (n=23) and patients without mutations (n=77). The subjects underwent physical examinations, laboratory tests, ECG, Holter ECG and echocardiography. The examinations were repeated every 12 months. Cardiac events including deaths occurred during the observation period. The mean observation time was 8 ± 4,3 years. KCNQ1 gene mutations were found in 23 subjects and were four times more frequent in men than in women. Parameters such as QRS ≥ 110 ms, QTc ≥ 440 ms, VEBs ≥ 100 per 24 hours, nsVT and LVEF ≤40% showed statistically significant differences between the group of patients who died and the group of patients who survived. LVEF ≤ 40% and VEBs ≥ 100/24 h were the factors that correlated the most with deaths. KCNQ1 gene mutations, PQ interval ≥ 200ms and QTd ≥ 60ms had no impact on death. The occurrence of KCNQ1 gene mutations in patients after MI is higher in men than in women. The presence of KCNQ1 gene mutations is not an additional risk factor for increased mortality in patients after MI. LVEF ≤40% and VES ≥100/24 h have a significant prognostic value in predicting deaths in patients after MI.